
When can I use a universal adapter?
A	universal	adapter	gives	all	of	your	
sockets	the	versatility	of	a	universal	wrench.	
Universal	adapters	must	not	be	used	with	
impact	drivers.
(See page 39.)

Does Apex offer bolt clearance nutsetters?
Bolt	clearance	nutsetters	allow	the	bolt	or	stud	
to	recess	into	the	nutsetter	body	as	the	nut	
is	driven	down.	Bolt	clearance	nutsetters	are	
prefixed	with	the	numbers	6B-.
(See page 28.)

Does Apex offer universal wrenches 
with longer sockets?
Universal	wrenches	
are	available	with	
a	longer	socket	
to	allow	a	stud	
to	recess	into	the	
socket	opening.	
(Check with your Apex 
representative for 
details.)

What is the advantage of 
surface drive sockets?
Use	surface	drive	sockets	if	tools	are	still	
running	when	they	engage	the	fasteners	
(such	as	on	this	multi-
spindle	machine).	They’re	
easier	to	engage	and	will	
result	in	less	tool	wear.

Does Apex offer Torx® sockets?
Like	Torx®	screws,	Torx®	bolts	are	becoming	

commonplace	in	a	variety	of	
assembly	

applications.	
Apex	offers	a	
wide	variety	of	
Torx®	sockets.

(See page 39.)
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Solutions

If the tool you need does not appear in this catalog, give us 
a call. The odds are, we may have what you need as a non-
catalog item. If not, our experienced staff of tooling experts 
can design and manufacture “specials” to meet the needs of 
your specific application. Give us a call at 1-800-845-5629 or 
visit our website www.apex-tools.com. 



Does Apex offer mar resistant bits 
and sockets?

Apex	can	nylon	coat	just	about	any	of	
our	bits	or	sockets.	Nylon	offers	excellent	
mar	resistance	for	assemblies	that	have	
painted,	varnished	or	chromed	
surfaces.	Nylon	also	offers	some	
safety	benefits	
by	covering	tool	
junctions.	
(See pages 68-76 for 
more information)

Tension	Type

Standard	Type

What is the benefit of a tension sleeve?
A	universal	wrench	with	a	tension	sleeve	holds	the	socket	
at	the	desired	driving	angle	while	aligning	the	tool	and	
fastener.	Other	universal	wrench	sockets	can	“flop”	making	
engagement	difficult.

Does Apex offer a complete line of 
extensions?
Apex	features	a	wide	selection	of	extension	
lengths,	styles	and	sizes.	
(See the Table of Contents for a complete listing.)

Can I use my extensions, adapters 
and universals with impact drivers?
Quality	design	and	construction	give	Apex	
universal	wrenches	a	long	service	life	and	
durability.	Remember,	
universal	wrenches,	
extensions	and	
adapters	are	not	to	
be	used	with	impact	
drivers.

Does Apex offer thin wall sockets?
Thin	wall	sockets	accommodate	countersunk	
or	limited	
clearance	nut	or	
bolt	locations.	
Many	of	these	
sockets	have	
a	shouldered	
body	design	that	
can	fit	in	tight	
quarters.
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What types of magnetic sockets 
does Apex offer?
In	addition	to	a	fixed	magnet	socket	
(center),	Apex	offers	spring-loaded	(left)	and	
cylindrical	(right)	magnet	styles	that	allow	
the	bolt	to	recess	into	the	socket	body	
as	the	nut	is	driven	down.	Fixed	magnet	
sockets	are	designated	
by	a	M-	part	
number	prefix,	
spring-loaded	by	
MB-	prefix	and	
cylindrical	by	a	
SM-	prefix.
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In this section...
Impact	Sockets

Apex industrial grade impact sockets are available in a wide range of lengths and wall 
thicknesses, and with single or double hex openings. Square openings are available 
in select sizes.

Fixed	Magnetic	Impact	Sockets

Magnetic sockets hold the fastener in driving position, even when working straight 
down. Time-wasting motions are eliminated when starting fasteners or working in 
hard-to-reach areas. These sockets are identified with a M- prefix.

Magnetic	Bolt	Clearance	Impact	Sockets

As the nut is run down, a spring-loaded or hollow cylinder magnet allows the bolt or 
stud to retract into the socket body. Nuts are held firmly in the socket. These sockets 
are identified with a MB- prefix.

Surface	Drive	Sockets

Large openings on the six corners of the opening create a “floating” action that allows 
the socket to slip quickly and easily onto the nut or bolt. Ideal for compensating for 
imperfect alignment between the tool and fastener. Not generally recommended for 
impact use. These sockets are identified with a SF- prefix.

Fast	Lead	Impact	Sockets

Designed for power tool and multiple spindle power tools, a specially tapered opening 
provides complete engagement with the nut almost instantly upon engagement. This 
speeds productivity and extends tool life. Engagement is possible without starting and 
stopping the tool for each nut. These sockets are identified with a FL- prefix.

Special	Sockets

You’ll find Spline, Torx®, tap holding, Budd Wheel, grease fitting and other sockets for 
special applications.

Extensions	and	Adapters

Apex provides the accessories needed to adapt sockets to nearly every tool and 
application.

Square	Drive	Universal	Wrenches

Hard-to-reach areas are no problem with Apex’s wide range of universal and 
extension universal wrenches.
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What’s the difference between 
an insert and a power bit?
Insert bits are commonly used with a bit 
holder in power tool applications. This 
combination is economical, provides 
flexibility and allows a fastener to be mag
netically held by the bit. Power bits are 
placed directly into the power tool chuck. 
See pages 2526 for a complete listing of 
Apex bit holders.

What’s the advantage of 
reduced diameter bits?
Reduced diameter bits are ideal for driving 
screws below the surface of drywall.

What’s the 
advantage 
of Apex® 
ACR® bits?
Painted, 
coated or 
corroded 
fasteners can 
present special 
problems. Apex® 
ACR® insert bits’ 
special wingface 
ribs grip screw recesses 
to reduce stripping and camout which 
can result in damage to the surrounding 
workpiece. Choose from bits ribbed for 
screw removal, driving or both. They’re 
also available in both insert bits and 
power drives.  

What’s the advantage of 
27 Series bits?
27 Series bits are ideal for poorly recessed 
Phillips screws. A wider tip design fills out 
an inexact recess to make better contact.

Solutions

Why do Apex bits last so 
much longer?

Apex’s premium tool alloys and proprietary 
heat treat help avoid typical problems 

such as shattering and 
premature bit wear. 
Most Apex bits are 

available in three different 
heat treat hardnesses. 
Refer to page vi for information on 
selecting the proper heat treat.

If the tool you need does not appear in this catalog, give us 
a call. The odds are, we may have what you need as a non-
catalog item. If not, our experienced staff of tooling experts 
can design and manufacture “specials” to meet the needs of 
your specific application. Give us a call at 1-800-845-5629 or 
visit our website www.apex-tools.com. 
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In this section…

Selecting the correct Phillips point size

 Wood Screws Machine Screws Sheet Metal Screws
 Point Body Flat,  Flat, Oval, Round, Truss, Brazier, Flat, Round, Oval,
 Size Dia. Oval Round Binding Fillister Button Stove, Binding

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1 3/16 2 2 2 2 2 2
  3 3 3 3 3 3
  4 4 4 4 4 4
 2 1/4 5 5 5 5 5 5
  6 6 6 6 8 6
  7 7 8 8 10 7
  8 8 10 10 8
  9 9 10
  10 
 3 5/16 10 12 12 12 12 12
  12 14 1/4 1/4 1/4 14
  14 16 5/16 
  16 
 4 3/8 18 18 5/16 3/8 5/16 
  20 20 3/8 7/16 3/8 
  24 24 7/16 1/2 7/16 
  1/2 1/2 
IMPORTANT  The table above will enable you to determine the Phillips point size required for any Phillips screws or bolts. The No. 
2 and No. 3 point sizes cover the range of Phillips screws most commonly used. The Apex Phillips bits on the following pages are 
available in point sizes to drive any Phillips screw.

Apex bits in these five point sizes will drive ANY Phillips screw

Insert and Power Drive Bits

Bit Holders, Nutsetters, Extensions and Universal Wrenches

For all these fastener styles:

 Phillips® Pozidriv® Square Recess

 Slotted  Sel-o-fit® Torq-Set®

 Torx® Quadrex® MorTorq®

 Torx Plus® Frearson Tri-Wing®

 Torx® Tamper Resistant B.N.A.E. Hi-Torque®

     Torx Plus® Tamper Resistant Socket Head Triple Square

Bit holders adapt hex drive and female square drive power tools to a variety of insert 
bits. Hex drive nutsetters, extensions and universal wrenches allow nutrunning in all 
types of applications.
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Solutions
Is there an easy way to select a bit?

Take	the	guesswork	out	of	
bit	selection.	Apex	
Phillips	and	Torx®	
ring	gauges	help	
you	find	the	
right	bit	for	your	
fasteners.	Order	
SD-3749	for	Phillips	
and	SD-4064-G	for	
Torx®.

Does Apex offer Torx® bits?

Torx®	fasteners	are	becoming	more	
and	more	common	in	automotive	
and	appliance	
assembly.	Apex	
provides	a	full	
selection	of	bits	for	
Torx	screws.
(See page 10)

Torx®	is	a	trademark	of	the	
Camcar	Division	of	Textron.

What is a finder sleeve?

A	finder	sleeve	makes	it	easy	to	engage	
slotted	fasteners	with	the	bit.	It	guides	
the	bit	so	there	is	less	”searching”	for	the	
proper	alignment	between	blade	and	slot.

(See page 9)

Why do Apex bits last so much 
longer than other bits?
Apex’s	premium	tool	alloys	and	
proprietary	heat	treat	help	
avoid	typical	problems	
such	as	shattering	and	
premature	bit	wear.	Most	
Apex	bits	are	available	in	
three	different	heat	treat	
hardnesses.	
Refer	to	page	vi	for	
information	on	selecting	
the	proper	heat	treat.

If the tool you need does not appear in this catalog, give 
us a call. The odds are, we may have what you need as a 
non-catalog item. If not, our experienced staff of tooling 
experts can design and manufacture “specials” to meet 
the needs of your specific application. Give us a call at 
1-800-845-5629 or visit our website www.apex-tools.com. 
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Torq-Set®	and	ACR®	are	registered	trademarks	of	the	Phillips	Screw	Co.

Does Apex offer fastener tools for 
the aircraft industry?

Apex	offers	a	full	
selection	of	fastener	
tools	common	to	
aircraft	assembly	and	
maintenance,	including	
Tri-Wing®,	Torq-Set®,	
Hi-Torque®	and	Phillips.
(See pages 21-22)

What’s the difference between a 
Phillips and a Pozidriv® screw?

The	shallow	“cross”	indention	in	the	
screw	head	identifies	a	Pozidriv®	fastener.	
The	Pozidriv®	bit	and	recess	design	

provides	contact	than	a	
standard	Phillips	for	
more	torque	with	less	
possibility	of	camout.

(See page 13)

What’s the difference between Torx® 
and Torx Plus® bits?

Torx	Plus®	bits	and	fasteners	feature	a	
greater	engagement	area	for	higher	torque	
transfer	and	reduced	camout	when	
driving	Torx	Plus®	fasteners.	They	
can	provide	up	to	�00%	
more	drive	cycles.	
Torx	Plus®	bits	are	not	
compatible	with	standard	
Torx®	fasteners.
(See pages 10–12)

Regular	
Torx®

Torx	Plus®	is	a	trademark	of	the	Camcar	Division	of	Textron.	
Torx	Plus®	Tamper	Resistent	Bits	are	available	on	a	limited	basis.	Please	
contact	your	Area	Distributor	or	Representative	for	more	details.

How do Torxalign® bits work?

Torxalign®	bits	“wedge”	into	the	Torx®	
recess	to	firmly	hold	the	fastener	to	

the	bit.

(See page 11)

Does Apex offer mar resistant bits 
and sockets?

Apex	can	nylon	coat	just	about	any	of	
our	bits	or	sockets.	Nylon	offers	excellent	
mar	resistance	for	assemblies	that	have	
painted,	varnished	or	chromed	
surfaces.	Nylon	also	offers	some	
safety	benefits	
by	covering	tool	
junctions.
(See pages 138-146 for 
more information)
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Types	of	Heads
Slotted Screw Sizes 

Note: When ordering slotted bits, please remember that head sizes and slot widths  
of hardened, self tapping, and sheet metal screws do not conform to the same 
specifications as standard wood or machine screws described in the chart below. Also, 
because of variations in these dimensions among screws from different manufacturers, 
bits should be ordered to head and slot size rather than screw size. 
	 	 Diameter	of	Head

	 	 Flat	Head	 	 	 	 	
	 Screw		 Oval	Head	 Round	Head	 Truss		 Binding	 Fillister		 Pan		 Width	
	 Sizes		 Wood	 Mach.	 Wood	 Mach.	 Head		 Head		 Cap	 Mach.	 Head		 of	slot	

	 �	 .�46		 .�46		 .�38		 .�38		 	 	 	 .��8		 	 .026		
	 	 .�30	 .�30	 .�22	 .�22	 	 	 	 .�04	 	 .0�9
	 2	 .�72			 .�72		 .�62	 .�62		 .�94		 .�8�		 	 .�40		 .�67		 .03�		
	 	 .�56	 .�56	 .�46	 .�46	 .�80	 .�7�	 	 .�24	 .�55	 .023
	 3	 .�99		 .�99		 .�87		 .�87		 .226		 .208		 	 .�6�		 .�93		 .035		
	 	 .�8�	 .�8�	 .�69	 .�69	 .2��	 .�97	 	 .�45	 .�80	 .027
	 4	 .225		 .225		 .2��		 .2��		 .257		 .235		 	 .�83		 .2�9		 .039		
	 	 .207	 .207	 .�93	 .�93	 .24�	 .223	 	 .�66	 .205	 .03�
	 5	 .252		 .252		 .236		 .236		 .289		 .263		 	 .205		 .245		 .043		
	 	 .232	 .232	 .2�7	 .2�7	 .272	 .249	 	 .�87	 .23�	 .035
	 6	 .279		 .279		 .260		 .260		 .32�		 .290		 	 .226		 .270		 .048		
	 	 .257	 .257	 .240	 .240	 .303	 .275	 	 .208	 .256	 .039
	 7	 .305		 	 .285		 	 .352		 	 	 	 .296		 .048		
	 	 .283	 	 .264	 	 .333	 	 	 	 .28�	 .039
	 8	 .332		 .332		 .309		 .309		 .384		 .344		 	 .270		 .322		 .054		
	 	 .308	 .308	 .287	 .287	 .364	 .326	 	 .250	 .306	 .045
	 9	 .358		 	 .334		 	 	 	 	 	 	 .054		
	 	 .334	 	 .3��	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .045
	 �0	 .385		 .385		 .359		 .359		 .448		 .339		 	 .3�3		 .373		 .060		
	 	 	 .359	 .334	 .334	 .425	 .378	 	 .292	 .357	 .050
	 �2	 .438		 .438		 .408		 .408		 .5��		 .454		 	 .357		 .425		 .067		
	 	 .4�0	 .4�0	 .382	 .382	 .487	 .430	 	 .334	 .407	 .056
	 �4	 .49�		 	 .457		 	 	 	 	 	 	 .075		
	 	 .46�	 	 .424	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .064
	 �/4”	 	 .507		 	 .472		 .573		 .5�3		 .375		 .4�4		 .492		 .075		
	 	 	 .477	 	 .443	 .546	 .488	 .363	 .389	 .473	 .064
	 �6	 .544		 	 .506		 	 	 	 	 	 	 .075		
	 	 .5�2	 	 .476	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .064
	 �8	 .597		 	 .555		 	 	 	 	 	 	 .084		
	 	 .563	 	 .523	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .072
	 5/�6”	 	 .635		 	 .590		 .698		 .64�		 .437		 .5�8		 .6�5		 .084		
	 	 	 .600	 	 .557	 .666	 .609	 .424	 .490	 .594	 .072
	 20	 .650		 	 .604		 	 	 	 	 	 	 .084		
	 	 .6�4	 	 .570	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .072
	 24	 .756		 	 .702		 	 	 	 	 	 	 .094		
	 	 .7�6	 	 .664	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .08�
	 3/8”	 	 .762		 	 .708		 .823		 .769		 .562		 .622		 .740		 .094	
	 	 	 .722	 	 .670	 .787	 .73�	 .547	 .590	 .7�6	 .08�




